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When you combine things you’re not supposed to combine, people pay attention

Greatest artists and creators have the ability to reinvent themselves and start over

Circus - Bear (somewhat interesting), unicycle (somewhat interesting), bear on a unicycle (REALLY interesting)

Bruce Lee - striking thoughts, philosophy, martial arts

Joe Rogan - UFC commentator, comedian, podcaster, father, lover, thinker

You have to be willing to be a fool, because reinventions might misfire

Happiness is a choice, and something you can learn

Optimism is the way to go

Be careful about your desires

Happiness is about peace of mind

Paul Simon, Madonna, Elon Musk

Most humans are multi-varied, but we get summarized in pithy ways

Make a conscious self-commitment, and a social commitment to being happy Humans have a need to be consistent with their past pronouncements

Most experiences can be interpreted 
in positive and negative ways

Happy thoughts disappear from our minds 
automatically, while negative thoughts linger

If you interpret the positive in a 
negative experience, you’ll let it go

There are very few exceptions to this High suffering events are difficult to interpret positively Those moments can be teachers in life

Desire is a contract you make with yourself, 
to be unhappy until you get what you want

When you’re unhappy, look for what 
underlying desire is not being fulfilled

Pick one overwhelming desire and pursue it

Let go of other, smaller desires

A happy, calm, peaceful person will make 
better decisions, and have better outcomes

Most people who’re unhappy are very busy in their minds

You can’t be a high performance athlete if you can’t control your body

You can’t be effective at business if you can’t control your mind

You’re not gonna get rich renting out your time

How work evolved over time

Outputs are not linear

Own a piece of business to gain financial freedom

Be an owner, investor or shareholder

Build a brand that accrues to you

How hard you work is important, but it doesn’t solely dictate your output What you do, who you do it with, how you do it matter more

Hunter-gatherers worked for themselves

Farming and industrial ages made us hierarchal

Information age will reverse that trend

In future, high quality work will be available as gig-economy

People will organize for projects, not full-time jobs

This will allow us to go back to working for ourselves

Modern knowledge worker is an intellectual athlete Train, sprint, rest, reassess

How Hollywood already works

Does increasing automation call for UBI?

Alternatives to UBI

Problems with UBI

Automation has been happening since the dawn of time

It frees people up for new, creative jobs that are impossible to predict

Electricity, printing press

YouTuber, podcaster

Slippery slide transfer to socialism

People need meaning in life, not just handouts

You need to figure out who needs how much

Provide a basic set of subsistence services

Build a state-sponsored adult re-education program

Housing, food, transportation, internet access, mobile phone

Give people the option to get re-trained in professional skills with earning potential

People can take it every ‘x’ years, sponsored by the state

Requires individuals to put in effort, and gives them meaning

We’re far from artificial general intelligence

Most advances in AI today are narrow pattern recognition

No such thing as general intelligence

Nothing approaching creative thinking or modeling 
general intelligence of a human brain

We’re solving deterministic, closed-set, finite problems, using large amounts of data

We don’t fully understand how the brain works ourselves

We assume that all activity is at the cellular level, but activity within the cell is currently unaccounted for

Modeling brain activity based on switching neurons on or off is overly simplistic

Intelligence is contextual
Dumping information into a system isn’t enough

It needs an environment in which it can operate, receive feedback, and develop context

Burden of proof is on those who’re peddling AGI

Socialism

Capitalism

Problems with socialism

Works best with smaller groups

Prioritizes equality of outcomes, which cannot be achieved without violence

Great for a kibbutz, family, tribe or commune where trust is high

Problems with capitalism

Works best with larger groups

Monopolies and crony capitalism

Free markets and specialization of labor lead to equality of opportunity

Counters trust issues that come with large groups

Socialis
m

Social media has turned us 
all into mini-celebrities

Ability to broadcast has its 
pros and cons

Social media companies

Rather than looking at ourselves objectively, we now think about how other people see us

Complements boost our egos, but a small number of hurtful comments can cancel that out and tear down our self-image

People can now call attention to large-scale 
societal injustices

People also wage culture wars, assemble virtual 
mobs, and harass those they disagree with

Some people get addicted to thisBest minds of our generation are developing algorithms to get you addicted

People will eventually find ways to deal with this

We will avoid associating with people whose social feeds are full of outrage

Newer generations that grow up with this will be able to cope with it better

The only real solution is to switch it off

People developing algorithms for social 
media companies wield a lot of power

If they were smarter, they wouldn’t have 
picked sides in culture wars

They control the spread of information, thereby programming the cultureInner workings of these algorithms are hidden

They should’ve stayed neutral, and only acted on illegal content

They lost their right be be viewed as carriers when they started 
taking down legal content based on ideology

Short-term, they will be hauled in for hearings as politicians try to suppress one another

Medium-term, the government will seek to control them more and more

Long-term, they will be replaced by de-centralized media not owned by a single entity

De-incentivizes 
entrepreneurs Shrinks GDP Reduces the pool from 

which to provide this money
Bankrupts 
country

Mediation is the art of doing nothing

Mediation begins when you’re at peace with yourself

Enjoying being alone, without any external stimulus, is a superpower

Sit down, close your eyes, be comfortable, and go with the flowDon’t put any effort into or against thinking, or concentrating, or breathing in a certain way

As we go through life, we process some 
experiences fully, while ignoring some others

When you’re by yourself, those unresolved issues 
resurface in your mind

You need to process those issues one by one, until 
you get to the magical ‘inbox zero’

Mediation begins when you achieve this peaceful 
state by processing internal issues from your past

You don’t even need to necessarily resolve those issues, but just think them through

External factors will not bring you peace

We all have gaps in our thinking that we ignore

Strategies to overcome gaps in our thinking

When we write or speak about it, we’re forced to complete those gaps

Build a solid foundation of understanding

Learn to read effectively

Learn the basics from ground up, instead of memorizing advanced concepts

Memorizing is natural, but it is also a sign that you don’t fully understand the concept

Read books to satisfy your genuine intellectual curiosity, not to complete them

Look for interesting ideas, and when you find them, research and reflect on them

Retirement is when you stop sacrificing 
today for an imaginary tomorrow

Three paths to retirement

Have enough money saved up, so that your 
passive income covers your expenses

Drive your expenses down to zero

Do something you love, that doesn’t feel like work

Create something that society doesn’t even know it wants 
yet, and doesn’t know how get other than through you

Most powerful money makers today are individuals who’ve 
built their brands

They find things they know how to do better than anybody, because they love doing it

They figure out a way to map it to what society needs

They put their name on it, so they own the risks, but also reap the rewards

Achieving a calm state of mind

Building your brand


